MINI WAYS TO SUPPORT PRODUCTIVITY

Designed to create informal, impromptu meetings, Flock Minis bring casual charm and added functionality to the workplace. As the name suggests, the Mini’s small scale fits anywhere, and its fun design makes it easy to reconfigure. Laminate tops double as mobile worksurfaces. Optional casters and hidden glides put them right where you need them. Just imagine the Mini ways you can amp up the productivity in your workplace.

A. GLIDE AROUND
Flock Mini cubes and cylinders with hidden or disc glides are easy to move anywhere an extra seat or worksurface is needed.

B. MIX IT UP

C-D. HARD TOP
Take notes. Hold drinks. Support laptops. Whatever the group needs, the Flock laminate top delivers.

FLOCK MINI OTTOMANS

With Flock Mini ottomans, you can get the exact size, shape, color and functionality you need. Every cube or cylinder model can be customized with optional laminate tops and your choice of two types of glides or casters for mobility on a variety of surfaces.

CUBE OTTOMAN  CYLINDER OTTOMAN

For more information, visit hon.com/flock